RESULT CHAIR and PYRAMID TABLE

Design by / Friso Kramer and Wim Rietveld

for Ahrend, relaunched together with HAY

HAY
RESULT CHAIR and PYRAMID TABLE

Design by /  
Friso Kramer and Wim Rietveld

for Ahrend, relaunched together with HAY

Created to be adaptable, light and strong, the Result chair and Pyramid Table are the first and last word in cutout sheet steel construction. The designs, originally created by Friso Kramer and Wim Rietveld while working at Ahrend in the 1950s, are being relaunched by HAY together with Ahrend. At the time of their initial launch, they were regarded as a triumph in their innovative use of sheet steel, giving new direction for its use in organically shaped products. Today, both as individual pieces and as a collection, they are notable for their sparing use of materials, their simplistic construction and for the fact that they are light enough to move about with considerable ease. These lasting designs, proved in real environments over generations; functionally excellent and aesthetically light, for life.

HAY
and Ahrend
RESULT & PYRAMID

RESULT CHAIR
W45,5 X D48,5 X H81 cm

RESULT CHAIR SEAT UPHOLSTERY
W45,5 X D48,5 X H81 cm

PYRAMID TABLE 01
L140 X W65 X H74 cm

PYRAMID TABLE 01
L140 X W75 X H74 cm

PYRAMID TABLE 02
L250 X W85 X H74 cm

PYRAMID TABLE 02
L300 X W85 X H74 cm

PYRAMID BENCH 11
L85 X W40 X H46 cm
RESULT & PYRAMID

PYRAMID BENCH 11
L140 X W40 X H46 cm

PYRAMID BENCH 11
L200 X W40 X H46 cm

PYRAMID BENCH 12
L190 X W40 X H46 cm

PYRAMID BENCH 12
L250 X W40 X H46 cm

PYRAMID CAFÉ TABLE 21
L70 X W70 X H74 cm

PYRAMID CAFÉ TABLE 21
Ø70 X H74 cm

PYRAMID COFFEE TABLE 51
Ø60 X H44 cm

PYRAMID COFFEE TABLE 51
Ø45 X H54 cm